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5

Abstract6

The detected of spam messages in terms that better having a spam email in the inbox than a7

ham message in the junk, has been investigated recently. The main contribution of the paper8

consists in comparing three antispam filters used more nowadays, and will find that which is9

filter is of the future. By using filters we will also create some patterns as the result of training10

with different number of emails. Simulations show that due to the trainging of the filters it11

will be easier to detect the spams.12

13

Index terms— filter; Bayesian; spam; ham.14

1 INTRODUCTION15

pam emails or otherwise UCE (Unsolicited Commercial E-mail) have no exact definition. Most spam emails16
can be considered as undesirable but not all unwanted emails are spam [1]. A different name may be unwanted17
commercial emails, but unfortunately there are just spam advertising messages. Fig. 1 shows the set of all18
email messages and the place that spam occupy. In the email context, the term spam refers to the electronic19
equivalent of junk email: a set of unwanted messages. Many definitions present spam as messages sent to many20
people without the consent of recipients. UBE (Unsolicited Bulk Email) are messages sent to many addresses21
without their request and approval. Examples of UBE are political or religious emails, hate messages for different22
groups or fraud on the Internet. UBE includes UCE, and then commercial messages sent to many persons can be23
considered UBE and UCE. While we refer to messages that are not spam as ”not spam” or ”legitimate messages”,24
a fitting name could be ”ham”.25

The history of spam can be divided into three different parts: ? The early spam letters addressed and sent26
manually27

? The sender that use machines, which led to a dramatic increase in the number of spam ? The last part is28
when ”machine learning” came for filtering spam and made filtering more effective.29

The use of Bayesian networks, does filtering not only more effective, but it also learns the characteristics of the30
message received. Even if spam senders do a lot of new tricks, Bayesian filters have good chances to filter them.31
Fig. 2 shows the results of the questionnaire issued by the spam to a user group ??2].Statistics in December of32
2010 show that 33% of Internet users do not like spam and 52% of them not only dislike but are frustrated of33
them, while only 15% of users do not have those problems. It is worth noting that 85% of users have problems34
with spam.35

2 Irritated36

If a company has no filter and the employees receive 6 spam messages per day, it must require at average 537
seconds reading and deleting each spam message, which means that the worker will spend 3 hours a year to read38
and delete spam. These estimates are prudent and do not take into account the time required for discussing the39
spam and their differences, or the contacting of the specialists for other problems caused by spam.40

This paper will present a study, on the basis of which a filter can be selected, so less spams can be in our41
inbox.42
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6 6) NETWORK FILTERING. PROTOCOL SIMPLE MAIL TRANSFER

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, are presented some statistics and fact about43
the spam. Section 3 outlines some methods of fighting the spams, while Section 4 describes the three filters that44
we are going to use.Our simulation results are presented in Section 5, and the Conclusions concludes the paper.45

3 STATISTICS AND FACTS ABOUT SPAM46

Today are counted 14.5 billion spam per day distributed in whole world ??3]. We can say that spam are47
45% of all emails. In fact some companies have estimated that spam occupy a high percentage of all global48
email communications, such as 73%. United States of America are the first to send spam, with the largest49
number, followed by Korea comes as second distributor of unwanted messages. Most used type of spam is online50
advertising, which occupy 36% of all spam. The second largest are links to adult which constitute 31.7% of all51
spam. Unwanted emails relating to financial matters occupy third place with 26.5% of spam. In fact, observations52
indicate that spam has reduced public confidence towards online communications. More people have completely53
lost confidence in Internet communications because of spam.54

Companies look at spam as a problem that reduces productivity and safety. About 52% of the interviewed55
companies rated the fight against spam as most needed and as the most important. Regarding a study done by56
”Radicati Research Group”, a research company in California, spam cost to the business 20.5 billion $ annually57
in the reduction of productivity and technical expenses. Another study says that the average annual loss for58
an employee is approximately 1934$. Future forecast for the costs of spam are not very good, it is provided59
that 58 billion spam emails will be sent every day and that within the next 8 years, that overdrafts will cost60
to the businesses 198 billion $ every day. The number of spam emails depends on frequency of use of email.61
For example, if someone receives 10 emails every week, and has only a spam, then to him is simple and easy to62
delete unwanted email than to implement a filter for his emails. Spam usually causes problems for users who63
receive hundreds of emails a week, for who is really annoying to delete hundreds of spam emails every week. One64
of the characteristics and trends can be the language [4]. Most of the spams are written in English. Another65
characteristic is their hour of delivery. The time when a spam is sent, is during working hours in the United66
States of America. In the area of Washington DC, New York obtained an average of 50% spam over time 8 am67
to 2 pm, that in other times of the day. All these statistics can serve as a basis for solutions antispam filters.68
Spam are: advertising, finance, Phinishing.69

4 III.70

5 SIMPLE METHODS TO FIGHT SPAM71

Some very simple methods are discovered during the evolution of spam filters. These are ideal to combine with72
more complex filters. Greater efficiency can be achieved by using small pieces together of these filtration methods:73

1) The key words. The first chooice is to look for key words in the message subject.74
2) Black list. It is necessary to make the difference between the two levels of the black list: the black list of75

network-level and black list at the address.76
3) White List. These are the opposite of black lists.77
Content filtering identifies spam, and white lists require the identification of users. A white list is a safe78

community contacts (not dangerous to send spam).79
If the method of the black list and white list are used together, would necessitate a different filtering to find80

addresses that are not in any of the lists referred above. 4) Throttling. Throttling only slows down the speed at81
which a network or a machine can send traffic. In fact this is the most effective ways to fight spam. 5) Filtering82
in cooperation. This will allow individuals to communicate in reliable groups for infected messages with other83
group members.84

6 6) Network filtering. Protocol Simple Mail Transfer85

Protocol (SMTP) is the way that email servers communicate. This protocol was designed to function86
independently and to ensure the privacy of Internet users. Senders of spam have benefited from this protocol87
of servers to send spam emails anonymously. In fact, authenticated SMTP thought to be an answer to spam,88
but was seen to be necessary only to identify legitimate email senders. Authenticated SMTP requires to the89
users to give their password before sending email. Many spamsending today build their email servers and keep90
in non specious networks to send their emails and passing the required authentication during delivery [1]. SMTP91
provides several other opportunities for later use.92

7) Fake Worker. The main idea of this solution is to create a fake email address will be used to set ”traps”93
. This can be used especially with names of companies (eg.: xyz@company.com) [5]. 8) Project Honey Pot.94
Project Honey Pot is the first system capable to identify the senders of spam and robot programs, which are used95
to gather email addresses from web sites [6]. To participate in the project Honey Pot, web page builders must96
install the program on the server where the page is held. The rest is managed automatically. 9) SPF (Sender97
Policy Framework) [7]. The issue is the falsification of address of the sender. Falsification of the address of the98
sender is a problem for simple users or companies. It even reduces the trust in email communications because it99
reduces user’s confidentiality and their trust.100
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To filter a spam, it starts with getting the email that is addressed to a particular receiver. The message is101
sent to antispam filter that classifies mail as spam or non-spam by using several methods. If the filter is classified102
ham (legitimate email) it is sent to the directory E ham message (inbox) in which the user receives his emails.103
Filters should be able to continuously update. Filters updating strategies are as diverse as filtration methods.104
The updates are two types: manual and selflearning (training). A manual update involves a person changing the105
filter parameters. In updating self-learning (training), the filter will find in the contents of the mail, the pieces106
that show for a spam or non-spam emails, from emails that are previously classified. The time that the filter can107
be updated, is every month or may be more often (after every new email). Online updating, the messages are108
processed and classified one after another. Before processing the next message, the filter can be adopted based109
on information received, and this is called training. When a filter is trained by more than one message at the110
same time, this process is called multiple training.111

Classification of spam is based on Bayes theorem that establishes the link between conditional propabilities of112
two events [9]. Bayes theorem provides a way to calculate the probability of the hypothesis, when the event Y113
takes the training data, which appear with X:( / ) ( | ) * ( ) / ( ) P Y X P X Y P X P Y = (1)114

This theorem is the basis of statistics Bayesiane, which compute the probability of a new event based on other115
propabilities calculated before. When we test a new email message the starting point is a null hypothesis: ”the116
message is spam”, the alternative hypothesis is: ”the message is not spam” [9].To classify a message as spam, is117
created the frequency distribution of their components and is compared with previous records of training (the118
corpus of spam) with a statistical test. Statistical tests will provide a probability value p , and if it is lower than119
a significance level, the null hypothesis is discarded and is verified that the message is not spam. Otherwise the120
null hypothesis is accepted. The probability of the Bayesiane statistics of a model based on data is calculated121
differently from classical statistics that estimate the probability of data by providing a hypothesis [8]. Bayesian122
classifier calculates the probability that a message is spam.123

IV.124

7 THE CHOICE OF ANTISPAM FILTER125

In our experiment we will compare antispam filters used more nowadays, and will find that which is filter is of126
the future. By using filters we will also create some patterns as the result of training with different number of127
emails. For all antispam solutions that use Bayesian network, we must first train the filters. To compare the128
filters is important not only to find a way for training, but that all filters must be trained in the same manner129
and with the same email messages. So the emails used can be classified before.130

During the training process, the values of the particles differ in particle vocabulary of the filter, to obtain a131
high accuracy. This makes spam messages known from filters.132

We should note that the training process does not end after the conclusion of training, it continues during133
the filter testing. Moreover, the filter becomes more personalized and closer to our needs during its use. For134
testing and comparison purposes we will use some programs that are convenient. Having met the requirements135
of users, we will compare the programs that are free. Although there are many different filters, because of limits136
for testing, we will compare three of them that are used more nowadays. The filters are:137

1) SpamAssassin, an open source program and the most famous and widely used [9]. It is among the most138
effective filters, especially when used with databases of spams. SpamAssassin is a spam filter based on a set of139
rules to identify spams. Each rule checks the emails to assess whether it is spam or not. When all rules are140
applied, the amount is compared with the threshold set by the user. A number greater or equal to the limit means141
that the message is spam, and a smaller number than the threshold indicates that email is ham. First to make142
the classification of spam or ham, we have to train SpamAssassin filter. So the filter known the characteristices143
of the messages and creates a decision database, which will be used in the testing phase. So we have to train144
regularly with new messages to keep updated with messaging characteristices. We must train with the spam and145
ham messages. Training only with one category will enable the filter to recognize messages. To make a good146
training, it is recommended to use 1000 ham and 1000 spam messages, if it is possible. From the tests performed147
till now, the training with more than 5000 messages does not make a difference to accuracy.148

2) Mozilla Thunderbird. The second program that we will use is Mozilla Thundebord. Mozilla’s products149
have filter very well implemented and designed ??10]. The filter has an automatic opportunity to be trained,150
and learns quickly from training, giving positive results in many everyday situations. Thunderbird included a151
Bayesian filter, a white list and may make classifications effectively as a filter SpamAssassin on a server.152

3) SpamProbe. The third program is SpamProbe, another open source filter, which is a statistical spam filter153
[11]. It have rules created by users, and is based on Bayesian analysis of the frequency of the words in spam or154
ham emails taken by a user. the particles will be registrated to the database and their values will be updated after155
each recived email. This solution provides the ability to adapt to frequent changes in the characteristics of email,156
but it requires considerably resources (processing power) for each email that gets to manage all the particles and157
change their values. b) training when there are errors: this refers to the idea that the frequent change of values158
can lead to more errors (incorrect values). In this case the values of the particle in the database are modified159
only if there is a reaction by the user. So the user controls whether the classification was correct or not. If the160
classification is incorrect, the user makes changes manually by placing email into the appropriate directory (inbox161
or spam). This requires less memory compared with the first mode of training. Negative aspects of this method162
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are the difficulties in adopting with the new features of emails. For example, a new kind of spam may require163
more time until it is classified correctly. c) training till to maturity: this solution is obtained by merging the two164
methods above. Initially pursued the idea of ”training to all” and till are obtained a sufficient knowledge, passed165
on ”training where no errors”, so the changes happen only when errors occur. This combination of methods166
provides the advantages of both solutions; the only problem is the determining when the filter has received167
enough knowledge to move to another method.168

V.169

8 SIMULATION RESULTS170

In our simulations is used the way ”training to all”. Note here the training is done after each email, but in171
everyday use, this is done once a day, not to consume the processing power of machines. For a simple user, daily172
training do not brings any greater advantage, but at the company level it can be very important.173

To compare the filters, the most useful training is 30 to 70 which means that the filter is trained with 70% of all174
received email (70% of all email messages contain different messages spam or ham). The filter uses ”knowledge”175
obtained from the training phase to determine whether an email is spam or legitimate.176

After every processed mail the filter generates a binary result. In our case 1 means that the message is177
categorized as spam and 0 means it is classified as legitimate. This result is a binary vector which will be178
compared with results of other filters and also with the original classification.179

The results were above our forecast, and the filtrate reacted very well during testing, and this was as the result180
of a large number of emails that were used for training. The efficiency of filters was above our forecasts for the181
entire group of emails, so it was reasonable to create models with different training. This brought the idea of182
training with 40% of all messages. In this case the testing is done with 30% of the messages, which are from the183
training group and the same for all filters.184

This experiment aims to compare the filter with different training. For example, the message No. 1 was tested185
with trained Spam Assassin with 70% of messages; message No. 1 was also tested Spam Assassin filter that was186
trained with 40% of all messages. One should note that by switching to the filter with 40% training, the database187
of 70% model is deleted, and then the filter has other knowledge.188

So in this experiment not only filters are compared with each other, but the same filter with different training.189
However the results were similar with acceptable accuracy.190

In the end we trained the filter with 10% of messages. Although we had little training messages, the difference191
between models is small. Filter Thunderbird will be test without doing the training. This program has knowledge192
of the daily use. The main reason of this test is to evaluate the ability of the program without doing the training193
and to have information on the accuracy of filters that are trained by daily use. As we shall see later, a trained194
filter with messages to a user for 6 months (although most of the messages are written in Albanian) will have the195
accuracy of a trained filter manually. Remember that personal messages of 6 months are sent at the thunderbird196
filter and are made their manual classification. So this serves as training for the filter, but are not used messages197
that have trained other filters.198

Filters are shown in Table 1 and the models are compared with each other. Mark ”X” indicates that the testing199
is done for the respective model. Training and testing time should not remain outside our attention because it200
is very important when filters will be used for large companies with more email traffic. Also is important the201
training time versus the time of testing. In everyday uses we are not able to measure the training time, so we202
can see only the testing times. The time it takes for each program is shown in Table 2. Our tests are done on a203
computer with processor frequency (CPU) 1.2GHz and 1GB of RAM memory. To analyze the statistical is used204
the margin of error. The number of errors is divided by the number of all messages tested. The error rate can be205
called failure rate. On the degree error is taken into account only the number of errors occurring. As expected206
more spam messages are allowed than legitimate emails filtered. This refers to the principle that better to have207
spam in the inbox, rather than to go legitimate messages to the directory spam, which in many cases we do not208
control at all, and so may lose forever these messages.209

Thunderbird filter is used for 6 months no training is done with training emails, it results are poor. This210
was somewhat expected because the program was used with Albanian language messages, while messages for211
the testing are in English. However, after training the results are comparable with other filters. Spam that can212
pass without being filtered are called ”false negative”, while legitimate messages that are filtered are called ”false213
positive”. Remember that there are 603 messages used for testing, of these 413 are legitimate messages and 190214
are spam messages. So we know the original classification of messages.215

All three filters have a tendency to increase the accuracy with increased training. So the graphics being to216
decrease from left to right. So it is expected that for the Bayesian filters as much training to do the greater is the217
accuracy. Spam Assassin filter has a balanced result, so that not necessarily with more training brings greater218
precision. It is important to emphasize that Spam Probe gives us the best result and is the only filter with219
precision greater than 90%. Thunderbird has an intermediate result between the filters, but it is the simplest to220
use, because it serves even as a program to manage emails. Thunderbird which was not training, gave us a very221
poor result, but it will not take much into account, because to compare the filters should be put on equal terms.222
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9 VI.223

10 CONCLUSIONS224

The conclusions are that all three filters have advantages and disadvantages. Cannot conclude what is the best225
filter. A brief summary is presented in Table 3. As can be seen, it is not clear which filter to choose, or which226
one is the best. There are several points of view to be taken into account. However, it may be a prediction that227
filtering with only one program does not yield results that will receive the filter with more programs. In fact for228
future work can be considered the union of two filters with one another to achieve greater precision. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
229
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2

Figure 2: Figure 2 :

Figure 3: All

1

70% 40% 10% 0%
training training training training

SpamAssassin X X X
SpamProbe X X
Thunderbird X X

Figure 4: Table 1 :

2

70% training 30% training
SpamAssassin 5 min 12 min
SpamProbe 3 min 7 min
Thunderbird 0 min 15 min

Figure 5: Table 2 :

2

Figure 6: Table 2
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3

Filters advantages Disadvantages
SpamAssassin Good ability to Poor results with

training little training emails
SpamProbe Good results More training does

with little training not lead to
emails increased accuracy

Thunderbird Easy to use Requires more time

Figure 7: Table 3 :
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